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Abstract

Background Laparoscopic distal pancreatectomy (LDP) represents a challenging procedure with a high conversion

rate. A nomogram is a simple statistical predictive tool which is superior to risk groups. The aim of this study was to

develop and validate a preoperative nomogram for predicting the probability of conversion from laparoscopic to open

distal pancreatectomy.

Methods This is a retrospective study of 100 consecutive patients who underwent LDP. For each patient demo-

graphic, pre-intra- and postoperative data were collected. Univariate and multivariate analyses were carried out to

identify the factors significantly influencing the conversion rate. The effect of each factor was weighted using the beta

coefficient (b), and a nomogram was built. Finally, a logistic regression between the score and the conversion rate

was carried out to calibrate the nomogram.

Results The conversion rate was 19.0%. At multivariate analysis, female (b = - 1.8 ± 0.9; P = 0.047) and tail

location of the tumor (b = - 2.1 ± 1.1; P = 0.050) were significantly related to a low probability of conversion.

Body mass index (BMI) (b = 0.2 ± 0.1; P = 0.011) and subtotal pancreatectomy (b = 2.4 ± 0.9; P = 0.006) were

factors independently related to a high probability of conversion. The nomogram constructed had a minimum value

of 4 and a maximum value of 18 points. The probability of conversion increased significantly starting from a

minimum score of 6 points (P = 0.029; conversion probability 14.4%; 95%CI, 1.5–27.3%) up to 16 (P = 0.048;

27.8%; 95%CI, 0.2–48.7%).

Conclusion The nomogram proposed could serve as an effective preoperative tool capable of assessing the proba-

bility of conversion, allowing to take reliable decisions regarding indications and adequate stepwise training program

of LDP.

Introduction

Analysis from the American College of Surgeons National

Surgical Quality Improvement Program (ACS-NSQIP) and

the hepato-pancreato-biliary (HPB) collaborative has

shown that 44.5% of distal pancreatectomies (DPs) are

performed using a minimally invasive approach [1]. These

data confirmed the safety, feasibility and efficacy of

laparoscopic distal pancreatectomy (LDP), at least com-

parable to those obtained with the open distal pancreatec-

tomy (ODP) as reported by several studies [2–8]. However,
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LDP represents a challenging procedure with different

degrees of technical complexity, mainly related to patients’

habitus, tumor-related factors and the surgeon’s learning

curve, which can influence the probability of conversion.

Different scoring systems were proposed to recognize the

different degrees of complexity of LDP, but they usually

considered also intra-operative factors and did not result as

being reliable in preoperatively predicting the probability

of conversion [9, 10]. In addition, only a few articles have

identified the preoperative risk factors predictive of con-

version [11–13]. In 2018, the authors [13] identified some

risk factors capable of increasing the odds of conversion;

however, the conversion probability rate was not assessed

for each procedure. A nomogram is a simple statistical

predictive tool used as an algorithm to predict the proba-

bility of a given outcome [14]. Its construction is based on

factors having different weights, capable of influencing the

outcome of the procedure considered. Predictions based on

a nomogram are more accurate than those based on clinical

judgment and experience, and are superior to risk groups as

well [14]. Thus, the aim of the present study was to develop

and validate a preoperative nomogram for predicting the

probability of conversion from laparoscopic to open distal

pancreatectomy, assessing its usefulness and reliability in

the indication and training for LDP.

Materials and methods

Study design

This was a retrospective study based on a prospectively

maintained database of LDPs from January 2004 to 2020; it

was approved by Ethical Committee of S. Orsola-Malpighi

Hospital (642017 UOss) with patient informed consent.

The following data were collected for each patient: gender,

age, co-morbidities, American Society of Anesthesiologists

(ASA) score, body mass index (BMI), previous abdominal

surgery, tumor size and site, type of lesion (solid/cystic),

suspicion of malignancy, completed learning curve,

cumulative procedures for the surgeon, type of pancreatic

resection (left pancreatectomy or subtotal pancreatectomy),

spleen resection (yes or no), parenchymal thickness at the

resection line, expected texture of the pancreatic par-

enchyma (soft/hard), extended resection (extension of

procedure to neighboring organs), pathological diagnosis

(pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma—PDAC vs. non-

PDAC) and conversion rate. The postoperative data (mor-

tality and morbidity, pancreatic fistula, post-pancreatec-

tomy hemorrhage, reoperation rate and length of hospital

stay) were also reported, but not included in the analysis.

Terminology and definition

The surgical technique was previously reported [13]. For

each surgeon, the learning curve was considered completed

after 17 procedures, as previously reported [15], and all 3

surgeons who performed the LDPs (RC, CR and FM) had

completed their learning curve. Open conversion was

defined as any laparotomy or hand assistance for other

reasons than trocar placement or specimen extraction.

When the tumor was in the body of the pancreas, it meant

that the tumor was located between the left border of the

portal vein and the left border of aorta; when the tumor was

located in the pancreatic tail, it meant that the tumor was

distal to the left border of the aorta. Left pancreatectomy

and subtotal pancreatectomy were defined as the transec-

tion of the pancreas on the left and on the right of the portal

vein, respectively. In a subtotal pancreatectomy, the

resection line was at the level of the portal vein requiring a

tunneling procedure, while in a left pancreatectomy, the

tunneling procedure was not required. An extended pro-

cedure was defined as a surgical resection involving other

neighboring organs in addition to the pancreas. Postoper-

ative mortality was defined as the number of deaths

occurring during hospitalization or within 90 days after

surgery. Postoperative morbidity included all complica-

tions following surgery up to the day of discharge

according to the Clavien–Dindo classification [16]. A

postoperative pancreatic fistula (POPF) was defined

according to the 2016 definition proposed by the Interna-

tional Study Group of Pancreatic Fistula (ISGPF) [17].

Post-pancreatectomy hemorrhage (PPH) was defined as

intra-abdominal or intestinal bleeding according to the

criteria of the International Study Group of Pancreatic

Surgery (ISGPS) [18]. Reoperation was defined as any

surgical procedure performed in the first 30 postoperative

days or before discharge from the hospital. Length of

hospital stay (LOS) was calculated as the interval from the

day of surgery to the date of discharge.

Statistical analysis

All the categorical variables were described as frequencies

and percentages, while the continuous variables were

reported as medians and interquartile ranges. The analysis

was carried out in three steps. First, univariate and multi-

variate analyses were carried out in order to identify all the

factors significantly influencing the conversion rate. The

univariate analysis was carried out using the Fisher’s exact

test, Pearson’s Chi-square test and the Student’s t test for

dichotomic, ordinal and continuous variables, respectively.

The multivariate analysis was carried out using stepwise

backward logistic regression. The effect of each factor was

described using the beta coefficient (b) with standard error
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(SE). When the b value was[0, the probability of con-

version increased, while when the b value was\0 the

probability decreased. A two-sided P value\0.05 was

considered statistically significant. Second, the b values

were used to build a nomogram using a dedicate algorithm

[19]. Only the factors remaining in the last step of the

backward stepwise multivariate analysis (P value\0.050)

were included in the nomogram, and the b values were

converted into integers number (from 0 to 10 points) for

each factor included. Moreover, we calculated the area

under the curve (AUC), sensitivity, specificity, false posi-

tive and negative rates, and positive and negative predic-

tive values of the nomogram. Finally, a score was

generated which was the sum of all the points allocated to

each factor. Third, an internal validation of the score was

obtained calculating the ability of the score in predicting

the probability of conversion. For this purpose, logistic

regression between the score and the conversion rate was

carried out. The results were reported for each score point

as post-estimation probability of conversion within 95%

confidence interval (95% CI). A two-sided P value\0.05

indicated a significant increase in probability for each point

with respect to the previous value.

Results

From January 2004 to 2020, a total of 100 LDP were

carried out. Of the latter, 19 (19.0%) required a conversion

from laparoscopic to open distal pancreatectomy, while 81

(81.0%) successfully completed the laparoscopic distal

pancreatectomy. Descriptive data regarding the character-

istics of the patients and postoperative outcomes are

Table 1 Descriptive data of 100 patients who underwent laparo-

scopic distal pancreatectomy

Variable N (%) or median

(IQR)

Gender

Female 59 (59.0)

Male 41 (41.0)

Age (years) 60 (53–73)

Co-morbidity

None 39 (39.0)

One or more 61 (61.0)

ASA score

I 5 (5.0)

II 48 (48.0)

III 47 (47.0)

BMI (Kg/m2; median; range) 25.2 (22.7–28.5)

Previous abdominal surgery

No 45 (45.0)

Laparoscopic 6 ( 6.0)

Open 49 (49.0)

Tumor size (mm; median; range) 25 (15–40)

Tumor site

Neck 19 (19.0)

Body 36 (36.0)

Tai 45 (45.0)

Type of lesion

Solid neoplasm 42 (42.0)

Cystic neoplasm 58 (58.0)

Suspicion of malignancy

No 41 (41.0)

Yes 59 (59.0)

Completed learning curve ([17 procedures)

No 43 (43.0)

Yes 57 (57.0)

Cumulative procedures per surgeon (median;

range)

20 (7.5–32)

Spleen resection

No 21 (21.0)

Yes 79 (79.0)

Type of pancreatic resection

Left pancreatectomy 82 (82.0)

Subtotal pancreatectomy 18 (18.0)

Parenchymal thickness at the resection line (mm;

median; range)

16.5 (12–22)

Texture of the pancreatic parenchyma

Soft 64 (64.0)

Hard 36 (36.0)

Extended resection

No 95 (95.0)

Yes 5 (5.0)

Pathological diagnosis

PDAC 14 (14.0)

Table 1 continued

Variable N (%) or median

(IQR)

Non-PDAC 86 (86.0)

NET 36 (36.0)

IPMN 17 (17.0)

MCN 14 (14.0)

SCN 7 (7.0)

Others 12 (12.0)

Conversion rate

No 81 (81.0)

Yes 19 (19.0)

IQR Interquartile range, ASA American Society of Anesthesiologists,

BMI body mass index, PDAC pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma, NET
neuroendocrine tumor, IPMN intra-ductal papillary mucinous neo-

plasm, MCN mucinous cystic neoplasm, SCN serous cystic neoplasm
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summarized in Tables 1 and 2. Univariate and multivariate

analyses of the factors influencing the conversion from

LDP to ODP are reported in Table 3. At univariate anal-

ysis, a high BMI (P = 0.017), subtotal pancreatectomy

(P = 0.002) and the presence of co-morbidities (P = 0.035)

were significantly related to open conversion. A tumor

located in the neck or body of the pancreas (P = 0.055) and

a diagnosis of PDAC (P = 0.086) showed a trend in rela-

tion to open conversion. At multivariate analysis, female

(b = - 1.8 ± 0.9; P = 0.047) and a tumor located in the

tail (b = - 2.1 ± 1.1; P = 0.050), were protective factors

regarding an open conversion (negative b-coefficient).
Conversely, a subtotal pancreatectomy (b = 2.4 ± 0.9;

P = 0.006) and a high BMI (b = 0.2 ± 0.1; P = 0.011)

were factors independently related to an increased proba-

bility of conversion. Utilizing the independent factors, a

nomogram was plotted as shown in Fig. 1. Based on the b
coefficient, the nomogram allowed calculating the follow-

ing scores: subtotal pancreatectomy 3 points; neck location

of the lesion 3 points; body location 1 point; and male

gender 2 points. The BMI was given: 4 points for

values\20 kg/m2; 5 points for values C20 and\24; 6

points for values C24 and\28; 7 points for values C28

and\32; 8 points for values C32 and\36; 9 points for

values C36 and\40; and 10 points for values C40.

Assuming that the patients at risk of conversion were those

patients with a risk of conversion[50%, the AUC was

0.842, and the patients properly classified were 82%

(Fig. 2). Sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value

and negative predictive value were 31.6, 93.8, 54.6 and

85.4%, respectively. The false positive rate and the false

negative rate were 45.5 and 14%, respectively. The

resulting score system had a minimum value of 4 and a

maximum value of 18 points. To validate the nomogram,

logistic regression was carried out, which showed that the

probability of conversion increased significantly starting

from a minimum score of 6 points (P = 0.029): For each

single-point increase in the score, the probability of con-

version increased significantly (P\0.05); however, for

points[16 (P = 0.048), the increase in probability was not

statistically significant. The probability of conversion

remained very low until a score of 6 points was reached

(14.4, 95% CI 1.5–27.3%); it reached the highest signifi-

cant probability at 27.8% (95%CI: 0.2–48.7%) with a score

of 16 points. Post-estimation data are shown in Table 4 and

plotted in Fig. 3 (calibration curve).

Discussion

In the first multicenter randomized controlled trial of

minimally invasive versus open distal pancreatectomy, de

Rooij T et al. [20] concluded that: ‘‘the treatment of choice

for patients with left-sided pancreatic tumors is minimally

invasive distal pancreatectomy, from both a clinical and

quality-of-life points of view, when performed by appro-

priately trained surgeons.’’ Nevertheless, the ACS-NSQIP

[1] reported that more than 50% of patients underwent

open distal pancreatectomy, and the conversion rate

reported in the literature regarding LDP was high, ranging

from 6.5 to 27.3% [21, 22]. These data confirmed that LDP

is a challenging procedure and produces some questions

regarding when and why of selecting the minimally inva-

sive approach for patients with left-sided pancreatic

tumors. In this context, a preoperative tool capable of

predicting the probability of conversion from LDP to ODP

would be very useful for patient selection and adequate

completion of the learning curve. In the authors’ previous

article [13], some risk factors were identified to be pre-

dictive of the major difficulty of the laparoscopic proce-

dure. These factors seemed to be useful in differentiating

the easy laparoscopic procedures, at low risk of conversion,

from the difficult procedures, at high risk of conversion.

However, in the previous study, the assessment of the

Table 2 Postoperative course in the 100 patients who underwent

laparoscopic distal pancreatectomy

Postoperative course N (%)

Mortality 0 (100)

Morbidity according to the C-D

No 48 (48.0)

1 13 (13.0)

2 23 (23.0)

3a 5 (5.0)

3b 5 (5.0)

4 1 (1.0)

POPF according 2016 ISGPF definition

No 71 (71.0)

Grade B 27 (27.0)

Grade C 2 (2.0)

PPH according ISGPS

No 91 (91.0)

Grade A 2 (2.0)

Grade B 5 (5.0)

Grade C 2 (2.0)

Reoperation

No 95 (95.0)

Yes 5 (5.0)

LOS (days, median, range) 9.5 (8–12

C–D Clavien–Dindo classification system, POPF postoperative pan-

creatic fistula, ISGPF International Study Group of Pancreatic Fistula,

PPH post-pancreatectomy hemorrhage, ISGPS International Study

Group of Pancreatic Surgery, LOS length of stay
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Table 3 Factors influencing the conversion in the 100 patients who underwent laparoscopic distal pancreatectomy

Variables Univariate Multivariate

LDP CLDP P value b ± SE P value Exclusion

step

Gender 0.047 Last

Male (%) 50 (84.7) 9 (15.3) 0.304 Referent

Female (%) 31 (75.6) 10 (24.4) -1.8 ± 0.9

Age (years; median; range) 60 (54–70) 66 (51–75) 0.473 -0.1 ± 0.1 0.228 10th

Co-morbidity 0.035 0.606

None (%) 36 (92.3) 3 (7.7) Referent 5th

One or more (%) 45 (73.7) 16 (26.3) 1.3 ± 2.5

ASA

I (%) 5 (100.0) 0 (0.0) 0.214 -1.1 ± 1.7 0.502

II (%) 41 (85.4) 7 (14.6) * * 7th

III (%) 35 (74.5) 12 (25.5) * *

BMI (Kg/m2; median; range) 24.9

(22.8–27.9)

27.6

(22.7–33.3)

0.017 0.2 ± 0.1 0.011 Last

Previous abdominal surgery

No (%) 35 (77.8) 10 (22.2) Referent 9th

Laparoscopic (%) 3 (50.0) 3 (50.0) 0.064 1.9 ± 2.2 0.388

Open (%) 43 (87.8) 6 (12.2) -0.2 ± 1.4 0.863

Size of lesions (mm; median; range) 25 (16–40) 10 (23–35) 0.661 0.1 ± 0.1 0.649 6th

Site of lesion Last

Neck (%) 13 (68.4) 6 (31.6) 0.055 Referent

Body (%) 27 (75.0) 9 (25.0) -1.1 ± 0.9 0.258

Tail (%) 41 (91.1) 4 (8.9) -2.1 ± 1.1 0.050

Type of lesion 0.038 0.532 8th

Solid neoplasm (%) 30 (71.4) 12 (28.6) Referent

Cystic neoplasm (%) 51 (87.9) 7 (12.1) -0.7 ± 1.2

Suspicion of malignancy 0.531 0.429 12th

No (%) 49 (83.1) 10 (16.9) Referent

Yes (%) 51 (87.9) 7 (12.1) 0.8 ± 1.1

PDAC 0.086 0.232 11th

No (%) 72 (83.7) 14 (16.3) Referent

Yes (%) 9 (64.3) 5 (36.7) 2.5 ± 2.1

Learning curve 0.547 0.882 2nd

No (%) 36 (83.7) 7 (16.3) Referent

Yes (%) 45 (78.9) 12 (21.1) 0.6 ± 3.9

Cumulative procedures per surgeon (median; range) 19 (7–32) 20 (11–33) 0.849 -0.1 ± 0.1 0.905 3rd

Spleen resection 0.213 1st

No (%) 19 (90.5) 2 (9.5) Referent 0.987

Yes (%) 62 (78.5) 17 (21.5) -0.4 ± 3.1

Type of pancreatic resection 0.002 0.006 Last

Left pancreatectomy (%) 71 (86.6) 11 (13.4) Referent

Subtotal pancreatectomy (%) 10 (55.6) 8 (44.4) 2.4 ± 0.9

Parenchymal thickness at resection line (mm; median;

range)

16 (12–22) 19 (12–22) 0.833 -0.1 ± 0.2 0.863 4th

Texture of the pancreatic parenchyma 0.328 0.148 13th

Soft (%) 50 (78.1) 14 (21.9) Referent

Hard (%) 31 (86.1) 5 (13.9) -1.5 ± 1.1

Extended resection 0.219 0.205 14th
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probability of conversion from LDP to ODP for each

procedure was lacking. To the authors’ knowledge, the

present is the first study which used a preoperative

nomogram for this aim. In this study, the nomogram was

built considering four variables, which were significantly

related to conversion at multivariate analysis and were

weighted differently according to the beta coefficient: type

of pancreatic resection (left pancreatectomy versus subtotal

pancreatectomy), tumor location (tail, body, neck), BMI

and gender. The AUC showed that the nomogram was

capable to properly classified the major part of the patients

(82%). In particular, patients at risk of conversion were

quite always identified (specificity, 93.8%). This datum

means that the nomogram is very effective. The scoring

system resulted in a minimum value of 4 and a maximum

value of 18 points. The probability of conversion increased

significantly, for each point, starting from a minimum score

of 6 points (conversion probability 14.4%; 95% CI

1.5–27.3; P = 0.029) up to a score of 16 points (conversion

probability 27.8%; 95% CI 0.2–48.7; P = 0.048). This

datum points out that the difficulty of the laparoscopic

approach increases significantly from each point in the

interval between 6 and 16 points, thus involving some

considerations.

Below a score of 6 points, the probability of conversion

was low (from 9.9 to 13.4%) and there were no significant

differences from 0 to 5 points. This meant that the

laparoscopic procedure seemed easy, in these cases,

because the factors related to the patient’ habitus and dis-

ease characteristics did not emphasize the technical limi-

tation of the laparoscopic approach which was not

technically difficult. In this scenario, it was reasonable to

suggest that the laparoscopic approach was clearly indi-

cated and represented the treatment of choice for the

pancreatic lesion. In addition, it could be performed at an

early stage of the learning curve.

Table 3 continued

Variables Univariate Multivariate

LDP CLDP P value b ± SE P value Exclusion

step

No (%) 78 (82.1) 17 (17.9) Referent

Yes (%) 3 (60.0) 2 (40.0) -2.5 ± 1.9

ASA American Society of Anesthesiologists, BMI body mass index, PDAC pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma, LDP laparoscopic distal pan-

createctomy, CLDP converted laparoscopic distal pancreatectomy, b beta coefficient of logistic regression

Fig. 1 The preoperative nomogram is plotted utilizing 4 variables, resulted as independent factors at multivariate analysis, and weighted basing

on b coefficient. The resulting score system had a minimum value of 4 and a maximum value of 18 points
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From 6 to 16 points, significant differences in the

probability of conversion were reported for each point

(from 14.4 to 27.8%). Thus, in this interval, the difficulty of

the laparoscopic approach increased significantly for each

point. In these cases, the selection of the patients had to be

carefully assessed taking into account the factors related to

both patient and disease. Moreover, it should be noted that

the technical limitation of the laparoscopic approach as

well as the limited range of motion, two-dimensional

visualization and difficulty in controlling large blood ves-

sels could be more evident in these cases than in those

having a score of\6 points. In this setting, the laparo-

scopic procedure has to be performed by an experienced

laparoscopic surgeon who has completed his/her learning

curve. Finally, in those cases with a very high probability

of conversion (score 16 points, 27.8% conversion proba-

bility), it could be hypothesized that the laparoscopic

procedure was very difficult and the decision to perform a

minimally invasive or an open approach had to be assessed

carefully. In the latter scenario, the technical limitation of

the laparoscopic approach was pointed out even if per-

formed by an experienced laparoscopic surgeon. The

choice of the proper approach, minimally invasive or open,

is difficult, and the open approach is sometimes preferred.

In fact, it should be noted that recent studies have reported

an increase in morbidity, 30-day mortality and length of

stay in patients who underwent conversion from LDP to

ODP [11, 23]. On the other hand, some authors [22] have

recently reported that elective conversion was associated

with outcomes similar to ODP, while, on the contrary, only

emergency conversion, mainly due to bleeding, was related

to worse outcomes. In summary, in cases with a high

probability of conversion, the indication for LDP should be

carefully assessed by an experienced laparoscopic surgeon

who can avoid an emergency conversion, can take advan-

tage of minimally invasive approach for easier dissection

and enhanced visualization and can perform early conver-

sion when unexpected intra-operative findings are

encountered.

The present study has several limitations. The nomo-

gram was constructed using retrospective data from a

prospective single-center database, over a long period of

time, and this could have led to the risk of potential bias.

Finally, an external validation, using another series from

another center, is suggested in order to validate the efficacy

of the nomogram.

In conclusion, the present study, despite its limitations,

confirmed that LDP is a challenging procedure with a high

conversion rate (19.0%). The construction of a preopera-

tive nomogram, based on factors related to patient habitus

and disease characteristics, to assess the probability of

conversion from LDP to ODP seemed to represent a useful

and reliable preoperative tool for each patient. It seemed to

properly suggest when the LDP was the procedure of

choice, when it had a high risk of conversion or when the

open approach was preferable. The nomogram also seemed

to be useful in assessing how to perform an adequate

Fig. 2 Area under the curve (AUC) of the nomogram. The AUC is

0.8421, and the patients properly classified are 82%. Sensitivity and

specificity were 31.6 and 93.8%, respectively

Table 4 Post-estimation value scores

Score, points Conversion probability in % (95% CI) P value*

0 Referent Referent

1 9.9 (0–28.7) 0.296

2 10.7 (0–28.7) 0.240

3 11.6 (0–28.6) 0.181

4 12.5 (0–28.3) 0.123

5 13.4 (0–27.8) 0.069

6 14.4 (1.5–27.3) 0.029

7 15.4 (4.2–26.7) 0.007

8 16.5 (7.1–26.1) 0.001

9 17.7 (9.4–25.9) \0.001

10 18.9 (11.2–26.7) \0.001

11 20.2 (11.6–28.8) \0.001

12 21.6 (10.8–32.5) \0.001

13 23.1 (9.1–37.1) \0.001

14 24.5 (6.5–42.7) 0.008

15 26.1 (3.5–48.7) 0.024

16 27.8 (0.2–48.7) 0.048

17 29.4 (0–62.2) 0.079

18 31.2 (0–69.6) 0.112

ASA American Society of Anesthesiologists, BMI body mass index,

PDAC pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma
*Logistic regression between score and conversion rate: P\ 0.05

means that the probability related to the score value is statistically

significant as compared to the previous score value
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stepwise training program for each surgeon. Additional

studies are needed for the external validation of the pro-

posed nomogram with the aim of becoming well acquain-

ted with its usefulness and reliability.
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